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Writing music is something Joe Scholes has been doing 
for ages. Starting with his former bands The Braces (ska) 
and Studio Grande (indie rock), moving on to theatre 
productions lately. !!
Yet today is a totally different matter. On his solo debut album!
„Songbook Vol. II“, the singer and songwriter who lives in 
Cologne, Germany,  throws away all ballast. No horn 
arrangements, no bells and whistles, just songs.!!
! „You can’t sing like Phyllis Dillon!
! If anything you sound like Bob“ (Perfect)!!
For the recordings to „Songbook Vol. II“, Scholes teamed up with an old friend. Ekki Maas had 
already been responsible for the smooth, pumping sound on the third Braces album „Ska Got Soul“ 
(2002, Black Butcher Records). Now, the idea was born to present the ten new songs in the most 
stripped-down way. One guitar, one voice and hardly anything on the side. At times a touch of 
reggae or ska is in the swing, at other times there is only gentle picking to be heard. The main 
point was, nothing should overshadow the melancholic lyrics and clear melodies.  !!
You will hear rhymed stories about lost love („Ballerina Valerie“) or would-be lucky numbers, 
(„Seven“). There is a tendency towards romantic comedies („You Look So Guilty“) without a happy 
end. In every song, there is a new balance between joy and sorrow, easiness and calamity.!!
! „If there ever lived a girl who could wear!
! Pink eye shadow and highlights in her hair!
! That’s my Ballerina Valerie“ (Ballerina Valerie)!!
Joe Scholes has been asked why he wouldn’t follow the path of nearly all songwriters from 
German-speaking countries and releases his songs in his native tongue. In a discussion Scholes 
would state that coming from a ska background he learned to love the notion that people from far 
away places can relate to his music. But there is also one song that gives a more concise answer, 
the stubborn manifest „Jam In Amsterdam“, which can be summed up like this: Whoever has the 
vision to reach a global audience must be ready to overcome authenticity.!
! !

„I want to jam in Amsterdam!
I want to be heard in St. Petersbourg!
And I want to get laid in Adelaide“!
Let me tell you about my plans!
I want to jam in Amsterdam“ (Jam In Amsterdam)!!

The digipack with a 16-page booklet (design and photos: Michael Oreal) includes all lyrics, chords 
and fingering charts for guitar. After all, it’s a songbook, right?!!
Joe Scholes - „Songbook Vol. II“ is out on Richmod Records (and available in all online 
stores, from amazon to bandcamp).!!
Website: joescholes.com Kontakt: joe@joescholes.com, ++49 177-7803636 !
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